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GUITAR TUNING

STATEMENT

A few words about tuning musical instruments

How does an acoustic guitar make sound? The guitarist plucks or strums the strings, giving each

string a displacement from its initial at rest or equilibrium position and the tension in the string

causes the string to seek to regain its equilibrium position. The string does not just settle to rest;

rather it overshoots the at rest position, then comes back and overshoots again (albeit, realistically,

with a bit less amplitude, as it is losing energy), and then overshoots again, and so forth until it

settles into quiet.

Of course, in music, especially Rock’n’Roll or Andre Segovia’s renditions of Bach, the guitarists

are rapidly on to many other string pluckings and other notes. However, if we were to just listen

to one string plucking we would hear a pure sound of one frequency which could be identified. The

guitarist could adjust the frequency by increasing or decreasing the tension on the string. This is

done by tightening the tuner for that string which is on the head stock at the end of the neck of

the guitar. Turning the tuner one way tightens the string and increases the tension (thus increasing

the frequency) while turning it the other way decreases the tension (thus decreasing the frequency).

This is the way all string instruments (violin, cello, bass violin, guitar, mandolin, banjo, etc.) are

tuned.

Quite often the instrumentalist plucks a string and tunes “on the fly,” i.e. tightens the tuner

as the string is vibrating and listens as the pitch of the sound changes to the desired one for that

string. Most good musicians can do this in isolation (even while the band plays on) so they tune

each string on their instrument in a manner which makes them all compatible for the instrument

and for the musical ensemble in which they play.

In a symphony orchestra often the musicians common tune their instrument to a note struck by

the concert master on a well-tuned piano if one is available, as when a piano piece is used in the

concert. Otherwise, the concert master calls on the oboist to play a given note to which they will

audibly tune, as the oboe has the sharpest or most piercing sound and is hence most easily heard
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and the oboe holds its tuning nicely for all to hear. Some musicians use a small tuning device which

they place near their ear as they pluck a string so they can recall the frequency to which they tune.

Others have perfect pitch.

Modeling the motion of a string of a musical instrument

We begin our inquiry and discovery of a mathematical model for vibration of a taut string, held

at two ends, and plucked. Think about what you expect to happen after we lift the string, say in

the center, and release it. One view is that it just snaps back to its straight line, taut position -

its at rest position. Another view is that it snaps beyond that straight line position, then snaps

back from that new extended position, through the straight line position, and again snaps back,

doing this until - until what? Well, if it is some kind of ideal string, i.e. not subject to certain

natural forces such as friction caution loss of energy, it just might bounce back and forth, or vibrate,

forever. However, we know from experience that it does not vibrate forever. We also know that it

does vibrate, for it disturbs the air around it, which in turn disturbs our ear drums, which disturbs

the cilia in our inner ear, and causes us to experience sound. Then it stops.

So we pluck the string (i.e. pull it and release it), it vibrates, and it comes to rest. How does

this happen? Could we build a mathematical model to explain this and use the model to predict a

string’s behavior?

We will attempt to build a model of an ideal string, i.e. one which vibrates forever, as damping is

a more complex phenomenon to model and the notion of frequency of a vibrating string is the same

in either damped or undamped vibration. Upon successfully building a model of an ideal string we

shall then incorporate damping.

Let us consider a taut string of length L centimeters lying on the x-axis of a two dimensional

coordinate system. Denote by x, the distance in centimeters along the string from one end, where

x = 0 to the other end where x = L. We will denote the displacement of the string at distance

x along the length of the string and time t in seconds from its at rest equilibrium, i.e. from the

straight line connecting both ends, as u(x, t). There is some tension in the string. Thus it does not

noticeably droop. Of course, there is the force of gravity acting on all parts of the string, but in

view of the tension forces the gravitational force will be presumed to be negligible.

We assume the string is clamped or tied down at each end, i.e. u(0, t) = u(L, t) = 0 for t ≥ 0.

These are called boundary conditions. Now somehow we have to denote the fact that the string

is plucked, i.e. originally displaced as described by u(x, 0) = f(x) 6= 0, otherwise u(x, t) = 0 for

0 ≤ x ≤ L and t ≥ 0 and nothing happens; no motion in the string and thus no sound.

We have got to start thinking of the motion of the string, not just a description of where each

piece is at any moment. So reflect on this statement.

Assumption: The motion of the string is transversal, i.e. each point on the string keeps a con-

stant x coordinate and the only motion of each point on the string is vertical or perpendicular

to the line of the string and the motion always stays in one plane.
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1) Explain the reasonableness and advantages of this assumption as we begin to build a model. It

will be good to come back to this assumption as we begin to develop our model for the motion

of the string.

Now let us consider the forces acting on the string, in particular in a small region of the string

over the interval [x, x + ∆x].

Since we know that the string vibrates up and down a small amount and from our assumption

we have no motion horizontally along the x axis, we can assume any horizontal tension or other

horizontal forces in the string at any point along the string cancel out and we need to find our model

by looking at vertical forces only.

x x+Dx
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Figure 1. Tension diagram for small piece of string, identifying

the main forces - tangential and vertical, acting on the string. A

convention to use is u(x, t) > 0 is up and ut(x, t) > 0 is upward.

Consider the situation depicted in Figure 1 in which we represent the tension forces T (x, t) and

T (x + ∆x, t) acting tangentially on both ends of a small piece of our string from x to x + ∆x. Note

that technically T (x, t) is a vector. However, in Figure 1 we depict the direction of the vector and

use T (x, t) to denote the amplitude only. Recall that Newton’s Second Law of Motion states that

the sum of the forces acting on a body are equal to the product of the body’s mass and acceleration.

We apply this Law to the vertical motion of the string. These vertical forces are depicted at each

end of the small piece of string shown in Figure 1.

2) From the diagram in Figure 1 and considering one other force acting (Hint: call it Fg.) in the

vertical direction determine the sum of the forces acting on a small element of mass of the wire

of length ∆x. It is reasonable to assume a constant cross sectional area A and constant density

ρ.

3) Apply Newton’s Second Law of Motion to this little element of mass of string producing an

expression for ρAutt. Hint: Apply the Law only to the vertical forces.

4) Explain why we can reasonably ignore the force Fg, due to gravity acting on the little piece
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of mass of the string. Hint: think of the force of tension in the string to make it usable in a

musical instrument compared to the force in Fg.

5) Here are some reasonable mathematical and physical facts. Explain what is reasonable about

them and be prepared to use them in activity (6) below.

i) For very small θ in our diagram, slope = tan(θ) ≈ θ ≈ sin(θ).

ii) lim∆x→0
h(x+∆x)−h(x))

∆x
= h′(x) for differentiable functions h(x).

ii) The magnitude of the tension T in the string is the same value everywhere in the string.

6) Use (i) and (ii) to reduce your expression for ρAutt found in activity (3) above to an expression

involving uxx and a constant.

What you have just produced is called the wave equation in one dimension and represents a

governing partial differential equation for modeling the motion of a clamped string as it vibrates,

hence the name wave.

Plausibility for the wave equation – a reward for hard work

We quote [?, p. 531] a nice plausibility defense of the wave equation,

utt = c2uxx , where c =

√

T

ρA
. (1)

The partial differential equation (1) expresses mathematically the physical fact that (at any

point x and any time t) the vertical acceleration utt of the string is proportional to the

concavity uxx of the shape of the string. This statement is plausible if we recall that the

second derivative uxx can be approximated by the symmetric difference of the symmetric

difference approximation of the first derivative.

uxx ≈

u(x+h,t)−u(x,t)
h

−
u(x,t)−u(x−h,t)

h

h

=
u(x + h, t)− 2u(x, t) + u(x− h, t)

h2

=
2

h2

(

u(x + h, t) + u(x − h, t)

2
− u(x, t)

)

. (2)

This says uxx(x, t) is proportional to the difference between theaverage of u at the neighboring

points x + h and x − h and the height of the string u(x, t). So if the height of the string is

less than the average height at two neighboring points, then uxx > 0, and hence utt = c2uxx

implies that the acceleration, utt of the string is upward . Since the acceleration is proportional

to force, the force on the string is also upward. Similarly, if the height of the string is greater

than the average height at two neighboring points, then uxx < 0, and hence utt = c2uxx

implies that the acceleration utt of the string is downward.[?, p. 531]
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Some numerical work leading to tuning a steel string using the wave equation

Suppose we have a steel string from a guitar and it has mass density ρ = 7.58 g/cm3 and a cross

sectional area of A = π(0.029)2 = 0.00264208 cm2 (i.e. of radius 0.029 cm.)

We would like to tune a L = 10 cm long steel string so that it vibrates at a rate of 440 cycles

per second, i.e. has a frequency of 440 Hz (for Herz).

7) Use the above parameters with T = 1, 575, 000 dynes of tension on the string, along with initial

condition u(x, 0) = sin
(

πx
L

)

and boundary conditions u(0, t) = u(L, t) = 0 for t ≥ 0. Find

a numerical partial differential equation solving routine, e.g., in Mathematica it is NDSolve,

and solve your wave equation for the time interval t ∈ [0, 1] seconds. Incidentally, dynes is

not a unit of force we often deal with, but it is perfectly legitimate and the units make sense

in this application, for one is the force required to impart an acceleration of one centimeter

per second per second to a mass of one gram, whereas a Newton (a more familiar unit) is the

force required to impart an acceleration of one meter per second per second to a mass of one

kilogram. Of course, the initial condition offered here is but one of many one could use for

the pulling of a string through a pluck might well offer an initial shape like a triangle with the

greatest displacement at the point of contact for plucking. We shall address such a condition

later, in other scenarios.

8) Plot the 440 Hz signal p(t) = sin(2π440t) over a very small time interval, say [0, 3/440] seconds

and compare the plot of the amplitude of the string at the mid point, i.e. plot of u(L/2, t) in

the same interval [0, 3/440] seconds, i.e 3 cycles. What can you say about your wave solution

in this case compared to the 440 Hz signal?

9) Now, tune the string by changing the tension until the resulting plots of u(L/2, t) and p(t) =

sin(2π440t) in the same interval [0, 3/440] seconds look very close, perhaps identical, at least

with respect to frequency.

10) If your software permits playing the sound of functions, as Mathematica does with the Play

command, then play both the resulting u(L/2, t) and p(t) = sin(2π440t) in the same interval

[0, 1.0] seconds by adding them and Playing the resultant signal. If you are in tune then the

signal will be clear and at 440 Hz. If you are slightly out of tune you may here beats, i.e. when

two signals whose frequencies are close to each other are played together or added there is a

vibrato or wavering sound visually depicted by a slower frequency envelope bounding a high

frequency signal. Perhaps you can now refine your tuning in light of your plots or sounds.

11) Now tune your string to 880 Hz, exactly one octave above the 440 Hz signal discussed in

activities (9) - (11). Plot (and play, if possible) your solved tuned wave equation for 880 Hz

over the same time interval, [0, 3/440] seconds and if you have sound play both the solved tuned

wave equations for 440 Hz and 880 Hz. You should hear what an octave sounds like.

You might seek to explore just what tension values T give what frequencies to this string, e.g., if

we double the desired frequency (going up by octaves) in our tuning what will the necessary values
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of T be? Similarly, if we go down by octaves, by halving the desired frequency?

Incidentally, in playing a guitar the instrumentalist changes the frequency of a given string by

holding the string against the fret, effectively changing the length of the string for the same fixed

tension. Explore how changing the length alters the frequency. How could you change the length of

a perfectly tuned string of length 10 cm which produced 440 Hz frequency to, say, 880 Hz frequency?

Moving from ideal string to more realistic string

The solution to the wave equation (1) will oscillate forever, indeed, it has no damping force included

in the model we built. We know this does not happen, for after we play a guitar string we hear it

and then it is quiet - the vibration apparently stops. When a guitar string vibrates, it expands and

shrinks. During this process energy is being lost as heat. Also, as the string moves while being held

down at each end there is a loss of energy.

12) In an early form (1) looks like this:

ρAutt = Tuxx . (3)

Recall the left hand side, ρAutt, of (3) is the mass times acceleration of a small piece of our

string and from Newton’s Second Law of motion ρAutt is equal to the sum of the forces acting

on a body. In addition to the restoration force, Tuxx consider terms which we could use to

model decay, to effect resistance to motion in our string as it oscillates back and forth:

i) −cut(x, t) with c > 0, or

ii) −cut(x, t)2 with c > 0.

Defend (i) and (ii) and the sign conventions established

13) Use the tension, T dynes, which gave you a frequency of 440 Hz in the undamped case, but

now incorporate (i) into (3) using c = 2 and describe the resulting sound of the guitar string in

terms of shape, duration, frequency, etc.

14) Estimate and confirm a value of c so that the amplitude of the damped oscillation is about 1%

of its original amplitude at time t = 4 second, i.e. the sound of the guitar string wave is just

about zero after 4 seconds, but not before. A plucked guitar string can still be heard at 3-4

seconds from the plucking.


